Module 2
Temple Of Illumination

” I stand at the door, knocking. Walk through it.
Walk into this beautiful world of Light.” ~The Divine

7 Steps To
The Temple Of Illumination

Notes:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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7 Steps To The Temple:
1. Acknowledge that The Sacred Self exists in and as you.
2. Get out of your mind to hear its still, small voice in your heart
3. Open your heart
4. Practice
5. Guard your mind – what you listen to and watch influences you
6. Raise Your Vibration
7. Keep of journal of your communion

Exercise #1: (This White Light Presence meditation audio is also included in
this module.)
• Invite your body to feel itself, from the inside out. Allow your body to arrive—
here, where you are. Don't consult your mind for what it thinks. Don't send
your mind down into your body to notice what's happening and come back up
and tell you.
• Simply tune into the sounds reaching your ears, feeling the inner sensations.
Experience the breath as it enters and exits, and the gaps in between. Allow
yourself to land inside and fill up your whole body with your Lighted presence,
to sense your being. Feel what it feels like to simply exist.
• When we feel this moment directly through the body, who we are - thought,
ego, and "person," disappear. Our individual "me" agendas fade and we are just
now – Life - not separate from our Spirit.
• Use your senses as your portal; experience the boundlessness that your body
contains, and you will come to remember yourself as the Spiritual Being on a
human journey to experience the ‘you’ that you truly are.
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Journal about the previous meditation:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Exercise #2: (This Innocence Journey audio is also included in this module)
1. “Many think that the ego should be abolished. However, the ego simply wants
to be loved, accepted and acknowledged. What the soul can then do is to love
the ego into the submission of its Divinity.” After reading this, listen to the
included meditation on loving your ego. Go into a meditative state, deep inside
your heart, and feel what it would feel like to love your ego and your mind with
full acceptance, non-judgment and peace. Journal your findings.

2. Read and feel into the following prayer/thought. "I am ready for the new
frequency, which will enhance everything that's within me. I intend to continue
my journey as a Being of Light on this planet. Give me direction and wisdom to
allow this change in me.” Journal your experience.
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Dr. Emoto’s Work

John Lennon’s “Imagine”

Heavy Metal Music
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10 Effortless Ways To Raise Your Vibration
1.

Be selective with the friends and family members you choose to spend time with.
We become like the company we keep. There is more to this than we think. Not
only are we influenced by another’s habits, but also their vibration – make your
choices from the highest perspective and intention.

2.

Take walks in and connect with Nature. Nature (forests, oceans, mountains,
streams and gardens) offers us peace that cannot be experienced anywhere else.
Take advantage of Mother Earth’s free, nurturing, always accessible gifts.

3.

Invoke the Violet Flame and meditate on it. (The audio is included in this module)
St. Germain’s Violet Flame is very powerful; Light is pure, Divine, and more
cleansing, loving, empowering and healing than anything else!

4.

Eat and drink high vibe foods. Keeping our bodies pure allows for more light to be
held within the body, thereby allowing our ascension process to process swiftly.

5.

Listen to classical or high vibe music. As Dr. Emoto’s work proves to us, sound
greatly affects our cells, and therefore, our health, nervous system and wellbeing.

6.

Meditate or listen to guided meditations. Quieting the mind, detaching from
constant thought and concern allows the Divine Self to shine through and raise the
frequency of the body and mind.

7.

Clear your closets, drawers and basement of clutter. Reorganize and open these
areas, allowing for a free flow of energy, goodness and new things to enter your life!

8.

Receive energy or body work. Getting the body unstuck from emotional energy,
both past and present, allows the body to receive more Light and therefore raise
your vibe!

9.

Find and live your purpose with joy. The Divine wants you to do that which makes
your heart sing. The body and mind flourish in the state of Joy. So raise your vibe
by bringing Joy into your heart and mind!

10. Practice gratitude and other positive thoughts. Gratitude brings coherence to the
heart/mind connection which cannot help but raise your vibe. Make it a practice
by setting an alarm on your phone to remind you to stop, breathe and be grateful!
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